Introduction.
The completion of this collection of articles coincided with a tragic event: in the prime of
life, died Gorfinkel Yuri, one of the founders of SCENAR-therapy. His contribution is traced in
the present collection of articles: practically all the authors are the followers of Gorfinkel Yu.
The articles in this collection can be conditionally divided into several groups:
- general-theoretical;
- in-depth study of SCENAR-therapy of concrete diseases (classes of diseases);
- comparison of methods;
- the results different pathologies treatment;
- detailed description of one patient treatment (as a rule, in grave condition).
The article of Grinberg Y. finishes a series of his articles about grounding of SCENAR
therapy effectiveness from positions of modern neuro-humoral ideas.
Revenko A. speaks about conceptual questions of SCENAR-technology, as
‘ideal’electrotreatment.
In his article, Vinnikov V., basing on the experience of homeopathy, gives general
recommendations to doctors-homoeopathists and SCENAR-therapists. We should mark some
argumentativeness of his article, for example, in the things, concerned combined treatment.
There are other conceptions (see, for example, Zilov V., Kudaeva A., Paltceva I. On the way to
intensive medicine, in materials of scientific-practical conference “Traditional methods of
treatment – General directions and perspectives of development. “ M.1998, some works of the
present collection of articles)
The article of Cherchago A. is devoted to the questions of ‘Rista-EPD’ complex
application for optimization of SCENAR-therapy.
Among the articles of the second group we will single out the articles of Lyashedko P.
(complications of gastrointestinal tract at severe combined traumas), Ganeev K. (epilepsy),
Orlov I. and Pospelov A. (viral hepatitis A), Gordeev.A. (Disks hernias), Noskova L.,
Sosnovskih N., (atopic dermatitis), Kosovskaya I. with co-authors and Kachevanskaya (eye
pathology).
In the third group we will mark the article of Kulizhsky B., who develops ideas of
Gorfinkel Y. concerning first-aid practice. Undoubtedly, observations and recommendations,
given in this article, should be proved by additional researches.
Interesting results, concerning treatment of children diseases, are given in the work of
Cheryomukhina E. We will also mark the articles of Kalipanova I. and Oleinik T.
The article of Konstantinova L. together with Maurina S. and the article of Zhuravlyov V.
are devoted to comparison of different methods of treatment.
In the fourth group we will mark the articles of Feigina B. (hemophilia), Denisova T.
(diabetic gangrene, bronchial asthma), Laubenstein E. (kidney hydronephrosis), Shutova T.
(chronic hepatitis).
The articles of the present collection are not only of interest for practicing and beginning
SCENAR-therapists, but also open up possibilities for scientific workers.

